
 
 

New Manhattan Hotel, Cassa Hotel and Residences Offers Meeting And Events Space  
Midtown Boutique Luxury Hotel Debuts Meeting Venues With Outdoor Terraces 

 
New York, NY August 3, 2010 – Opening in a prime midtown location, Cassa Hotel and 
Residences has inspirational venues well suited for meetings and private events. The tenth 
floor, totaling 3,150 sq ft, provides a series of transformative spaces for social and corporate 
gatherings, for 15 to 74 guests, and is equipped with the services of a 24 hour business center. 
Two private suites are ideal for small board meetings, company brainstorming sessions, or small 
private lunches or dinners.  The Cassa Suite is a 1,000 sq ft space, perfect for cocktail 
receptions, presentations or product launches, and can accommodate up to 74 guests. Both 
spaces have floor to ceiling windows opening onto magnificent outdoor spaces, a rare event 
space feature in Manhattan.   The terraces permit daylight to flow into the interiors and provide 
a refreshing outdoor option for coffee breaks or cocktails.  
 
Cassa Hotel and Residences offers 166 rooms and suites wrapping guests in total comfort and 
luxury, located within the heart of Manhattan adjacent to Times Square, and easily reached 
from all areas of the city. The entire hotel is designed with contemporary lines on a white 
palette, dramatic glass and windows and lustrous surfaces, interiors feature sleek modern 
furnishings.  
 
Cassa Hotel and Residences opens August 1.  For more information on meetings and events, 
and to request rates, please visit http://www.cassahotelny.com/reservations/rfp.php or email 
courtney.camerota@cassahotelny.com.  For reservations and hotel booking information, please 
visit www.cassahotelny.com, or call 212.302.8700 or toll-free 888-53.CASSA (22772). 
 
About Cassa Hotel and Residences 
 
Cassa Hotel and Residences makes an identifiable mark in the New York City skyline with its 
elegant proportions, rising as an obelisk among its traditional neighbors. Envisioned by Solly 
Assa of Assa Properties, the project was conceived by Enrique Norten of TEN Arquitectos and 
CetraRuddy.  Sited within a prime location, flanking the theatre district, world class shopping 
experiences of Fifth and Madison Avenues, and the excitement of Times Square, the 166 rooms 
and 57 residences are urban sanctuaries, contemporary in design and rich in texture, yet warm 
and inviting.  Cassa Hotel and Residences delivers its discernible style and unrivaled service to 
the inspirational amenities: from the stack of design and art driven book titles in the rooms to 
the elegant bath products dedicated to wellbeing and relaxation by Angelo Caroli.  An exciting 
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addition will be the 1945 Restaurant and Lounge, the next ambition of Jesse Keyes, the 
brainchild of famed La Esquina, Goldbar, and Hotel Griffou, catering to the in vogue crowd of 
New York City nightlife. Cassa Hotel and Residences, 70 West 45th Street, New York, NY 10036 
Tel: 212-302-8700 / 888-53-CASSA(22772)  www.cassahotelny.com.   
 
Cassa Hotel and Residences is marketed by Desires Hotels. 
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Cassa Hotel and Residences     ∙     70 West 45th Street     ∙     New York, NY  10036 
Reservations:  Tel: 212-302-8700 / 888-53-CASSA(22772)   
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